Lindsley Medlin
Recommendations

Mark Layton
CEO, Serial Entrepreneur, Digital Commerce and Supply Chain Expert
Mark managed Lindsley directly

Linny is an outstanding leader. He completed a number of successful business
expansion startups around the world for us, many with extreme complexity. He is
well versed in International business in Latin America, Asia and Europe. His
planning skills, financial savvy and management expertise are outstanding.

Stormy S Walker
Senior Rockstar Strategic Full Desk Recruiter
Lindsley was a client of Stormy

Lindsley is an excellent resource that I would recommend on many levels. He is
intelligent, adaptable, ethical and creative. A strength that I admire most is his
ability to leverage business relationships, cut costs, discover hidden expenses
and under-utilized savings with proven results for small to mid-sized businesses
that were closing their doors, now having the ability to continue on and see a
profit! Stormy Walker 972.369.6055

Megan Anderson
Executive Director, Seasons Hospice and Palliative Care
Megan reported directly to Lindsley

Lindsley is a hands-on leader, who isn't afraid to take risks to better the
organization. He was the voice of reason in an unstable environment, and I
always felt comfortable that he had a plan to course correct, when situations
warranted.
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Larry LeBlanc
Vice President - FP&A and Corporate Treasurer at Global Power Equipment Group
Larry reported directly to Lindsley

I was fortunate to work for Lindsley very early in my professional career. His
dedication to getting the job done and his dynamic leadership style instilled
confidence in me as a young professional and prepared me for future challenges
and roles, allowing me to advance my career. Lindsley delegates responsibility
easily and drive results without micro-managing. I hope to work with Lindsley
again!

Daniel McVeigh
Senior Vice President - Wealth Management Advisor at Merrill Lynch
Lindsley worked with Daniel on the same board

Lindsley was an extremely organized Board President who was able to
communicate clear objectives and goals, implement timelines for attaining these
goals, and create a framework to execute a plan to achieve the goals and
objectives for the organization.

Tom Graham
Vice President Investment Services at JacksonCooksey
Tom worked with Lindsley

I've known Lindsley since the early 1990's when we both joined Daisytek; a fastpaced computer supplies distributor. I watched Lindsley's progress as he rose
through the ranks with his ability to solve problems including successfully
implementing large complex projects such as international expansions. He can
adeptly interact across organizational levels from c-suite through line personnel
to deliver exceptional results.
Lindsley Medlin
972.489.0821 | LMedlin.MBA@gmail.com
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Jean Theuns
Global Executive Search, Interim, HRM, Consultancy & Coaching
Lindsley was a client of Jean

I worked intensively with Lindsley during his period in the Netherlands and
Belgium. He is a man with vision, entrepreneur and a great guy to work with. If
you want projects to be realized within strict deadlines Lindsley is the man I
would like to recommend.

Michael Glazer
President, Michael B. Glazer, Attorney at Law, P.C.
Michael worked with Lindsley

NBS is an outstanding program that offers guidance and advice to participating
companies. Lindsley and I have been on several NBS panels together. He
consistently provides insightful comments and seamless facilitation of the
discussions.

Bob Kaiser
SVP - Health Solutions Executive - Bank of America - Merrill Lynch
Bob worked with Lindsley

I have worked with Lindsley within the framework of CEO Netweavers
(www.ceonetweavers.org) for the past five years. He is an outstanding leader,
who dedicates his efforts to help others. His executive experience and shared
interests have helped many of our members and those communities that we
serve. He has a broad range of management experience that provides
consultative insights and creates significant value. His positive approach to life is
refreshing and inspiring.
Lindsley Medlin
972.489.0821 | LMedlin.MBA@gmail.com
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Debby Bosselman
How Can I Help?
Debby worked with Lindsley

Lindsley has shown excellence in the operational areas of the business. He is
creative and cost focused in developing operations to better service internal and
external clients. I would recommend Lindsley to other organizations. We have
continued to stay connected through various civic organizations.

Lindsley Medlin
972.489.0821 | LMedlin.MBA@gmail.com

